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I, ISTEOWJCTIOI 
lonlsatlon of gases hj charged atomic particles has 
been atadied both experimentally and theoretically for many 
years, especially in regard to the relation between the energy 
of the particle and the total lonisation produced. The total 
ionization irodaced has often been used as a means of deter­
mining the energy of a charged particle. Much of the experi­
mental work in this field has been concerned with the light 
mclear particles: alpha particles, protons, and deuterons. 
In most cases these particles were produced by natural 
radioactive sources or by induced nuclear reactions? con-
aeqpently, the energies of the particles were generally 
abo^ e 0.5 Mev. 
There has also been considerable interest in the 
ionization yield of lower energy particles, particularly 
heavier atomic particles such as argon ions# Ionization is 
one of the fttndamental energy loss processes for charged 
particles and it is in this low energy region that the com­
peting process of elastic scattering becomes significant. 
Much attention has recently been given to the ionization 
yield of low energy recoil gas atoms such as those produced 
by neutrons on one ©xtreme and by fission fragments on the 
other# The ionization yield of a fission fragment may 
depend considerably upon the secondary ionization by recoil 
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gas atoms# Mkewia©, radiological effects ar© torotught about, 
in part, by th@ ionisatlon produced by low energy recoil 
atoms* Accordingly, there is a demand in these fields for 
further information on the ionization yield of low energy 
ions# 
Experimental results for the ionization yield of atomic 
partlolea in the lower energy region are extremely few and 
contradictory# This has been due largely to experimental 
difficulties and Inadequacies in available experimental 
methods# The need for further measurementa in this low 
energf region was apparent# Accordingly, it was the purpose 
of the work reported herein to develop the apparatus and a 
technique for the measurement of the ionization yield of 
charged atomic particles in gases for energies in the range 
of a few to 300 kev# Preliminary studies were made of the 
Ionization yield of protons in nitrogen and argon gases. 
fhls work was considered a prelude to a continaed investi­
gation of the lonlsatlon yield of hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, 
and argon ions in hydrogen, helluta, nitrogen, air, argon, 
and possibly other gases# Eventually, it would be of inter­
est to proceed to a study of the differential ionization 
yields# F^ om the results of the differential measurements, 
the CKJSS section for total ionization could be determined# 
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II. SORVIY OF LITEHATORE 
Energy Iiosa by Gbarged Partlclea Passing through, a Gaa 
An ©xcellent eomprehensiv© review of both the theoreti­
cal and experimental aspects of energy loaa by charged 
particles passing through matter has been presented by 
Bethe and Ashkin (l)t A more recent aurvey of experimental 
results has been pibllshed by Allison and larahaw (2). Theo­
retical discussions by Bohr (3) give more attention to 
extremely low Telocity and smoh heavier partielea» 
The three primary meohanlama by #iich a fast charged 
atomic particle loses ita energy aa it passes through a gaa 
are briefly aumarlsed below. In the diacuasiona which are 
to follow, reference to the velocity of the incident particle 
will, in general, be relative to the velocity of the electron 
in the first Bohr orbit of the hydrogen atom, 
Vq s @^ /h » 2»2 X 10® cm/aec. 
fhua, a high velocity particle will imply v>>Vq and a very 
low velocity particle, 
1# Elastic eolliaiona 
fiien an energetic charged particle la acattered by the 
nuclear coulomb field of a gaa atom, the atom recoils and 
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takes away part of th® ©n®rgy« This mod© of energy loss 
becomes aignlfi©ant only at very low v@loeitl©a and depends 
upon tti© m&ximam energy transfer possible. The frequency 
of such eolllslona ii governed by the well-known Rutherford 
scattering for«la# 
g# Charge exeh&ng® 
An ion moving with a velocity comparable to the veloci-
ties ©f its own orbital electrons will continually capture 
and lose electrons# The net effect of on© capture-loss 
cycle ia that one gas atom has been ionized. Hence, the 
primary ion mst have lost at least an energy equal to th© 
first loniEation potential of th® gas. The extensive experi-
Mnrfcal and theoretical literature on the capture and loss 
of electron® has been reviewed by Allison and Warshaw (2). 
fhe general theoretical principles are dis'Cussed by Bohr (3) • 
3# Inelaatic colliaiona 
At ©ntrgiei for which the velocity of th© incident 
particle ia large, inelastic oolliaions with the gaa atoms 
resulting in excitation and ionization account for practi­
cally all of the energy loss. The slowing down process in 
thiii emrgj region has been theoretically treated by Bethe 
(4). Bethels treatment of th© energy loss is based on the 
Born approximation applied to collisions between th© heavy 
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particle and th© atOBilo ©l®ctroni» However, when th© charged 
partlcl® Is alow enough, to captur® electrons th,e theoretical 
probleii hmomes esctremelj difficult# 
Bt. Ionization Theory 
The most practical aspect of ionization studies is th© 
relation between the total ionization yield and the energy 
of the Incident particle* The quantity of the greatest 
practical importance is the average energy per ion pair W 
which is obtained hy dividing th© total energy 1 of the 
incident particle by I the total imaiser of ion pairs pro­
duced! 
W » E/I • 
k theoretically more significant quantity is the energy W* 
per ion pair for a saall change in particle energy* 
W* » dl/dl 
A proposed ionization yield curve is illustrated in Fig. 1, 
It sufficiently hig^ energies, fl' approaches a constant value. 
In this energy region th© energy of the incident particle may 
b® expressed by the siffiple relation 
1 » 1q • W*I , ( ) , 
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FIG. 
TOTAL ENERGY-E 
RELATIVE IONIZATION YIELD OF A 
CHARGED PARTICLE IN A GAS 
1 
fli® quantity Eq is sontetimes referred to as an ionization 
defect ar«3 is a f\inotion of both the gas and the type of 
incident particle^  
fh« contriTstttiona to th© total ioniaation yield of a 
charged partiol® may he diatin^ iiahed aa either primary or 
s«eondary« Th® ioniaation produced by direct collisions 
h«tif®en the incident particle and th® electrons of the gas 
atoms will "be referred to aa primary ionization, whereas 
ionization resulting from other processes will be designated 
as secondary ionization. 
!• Friaary ionization 
fh® primary ioniEatlon yield depends on the ionization 
cross section for the incident particle and includes ioniza­
tion resulting from charge exchange# Calculations of the 
cross sections for p»iffiary ionization have been made for 
hydrO'gen atoms by Bethe (4)# More recently Bates and 
Griffing (6,6,7) haw cofflputed the cross sections for excita­
tion and ionization of hydrogen atoms by protons and hydrogen 
atomsf Moiseiwitach and Stewart (8) have published theoreti­
cal cross sections for excitation of helium atoms in fast 
encounters with hydrogen atoms, protons, and helium ions, 
fhe results of these calculations illustrate excitation and 
ionization as co«peti.ng processes of energy loss# At high 
velocities the ratio of the energy losses by the two 
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proc®ases approaches a cojastant value for a given gas and 
&om not vary signifioantly for different particles of the 
aam© ¥@looity# Howe^tr at lower velocities the ratio of 
ionization to excitation losses does not remain constant and 
at sufficiently low velocitisa may result in a significant 
Yari&tion of W with energy. However, such conclusions re­
main speculative until l\irther calculations are mad© or 
additional expsrimental results beoom© availahl©# 
At V9TJ low 'yeloeities where th© ionization croas sec­
tion is decreasing rapidly with energy, the competing pro-
ceaa of elastic collisions between the Incident particle and 
th© gas atoms becomes of increasing Importance and will 
eventually domi.nate as a mod© of energy loss# At intermedi­
ate velocities, charge exchange may hecorae an important 
asehanism for loniaation and energy loss# The effect of 
charge @»hange becomes nagligibl© at extremely high velocl-
tiea and extremely low velocities since under these condi­
tions the incident particle is either completely charged or 
eofflpletely naitral, respectively• For a particle with a 
large molear charge such as a fission fragment, charge 
exchange may occur over raoat of its range. 
g« SeeoMarir ionization 
When ft charged particle is stopped in a gas, further 
ionization may he produced by secondary proceaseo* Such 
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processes ineltid© Ionization by electrons ejected by primary 
oolltslons. Ionization by recoil gas atoms, and ionization 
by atomic collisiona of the second kind. 
la every primary ionization collision between a charged 
particle aM an atoa, one or more electrons are ejected. A 
small fraction of these electrons will have energies greater 
than the ionization potential of the gas and will be respon­
sible for most of the secondary ionization# To eatiiaate 
this secondary ionization it is neceaaary to examine the 
mmber and energy distribution of the electrons ejected in 
prlMary oollialons# Sach distributions have been discussed 
by Bethe and Aahkin (1) and have been apeclfically calculated 
for protons in h^^rogen by Bates and Griff log (5) • The maxi­
ma energy of the ejected electrons will be approximately 
4Cm/l)l corresponding to a Baxiimm velocity of twice the 
velocity of the incident heavy particle# 
fh© significance of secoMary ioniaatlon by recoil gaa 
atoms has been discussed by Blnipp and Ling (9)* When the 
velocity of the incident particle falls below a velocity of 
the order of Vq, energy loss to recoiling atoms predominates# 
Ionization then proceeds by means of secondary ionization 
arising from recoil atoms# If the efficiency of ionization 
for these aecoMary heavy particles is low, the over-all 
efficiency for the production of ion pairs Is greatly re­
duced. A very heavy particle such aa an argon ion, with a 
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velocity of ¥q, b-aa an energy of th® order of a million 
eleetron volts, whereas a proton of this velocity haa an 
energy of 25 tov* Heme, the ©i»rgy which falls to give 
pi0® to ionisation for a vary heavy particle can be rather 
large if the efficiency of loaisation by recoil gas atoms 
is low* fb® efficiency of the recoil particle will depend 
on the energy tranaftrred to lt» The amxljnaBi energy trans­
ferred in an ©laatic collision is 
1^ , « 41M»E/{1 M*)^  
•where M and M* ar® the masses of th© particle and gas atom, 
r«speetiv#ly# 
Generally# atomic collisions of th@ second kind are 
significant as a aouro© of secondary ionization only in th© 
case of gas mixtiires where the .ionization potential of on© 
gas is leas than the excitation levels of th© others Col-
lisiona of ttie second kind involve the transfer of potential 
energy of excitation froBi one of the interacting particles 
to the other# They can be represented by the equation 
4® 4 A 4 4 <r 
where th® starred letter represents atoms in some excited 
state, and s is the so called energy discrepancy# If the 
lonination potential of the second gas atom is less than 
the excitation energy of th© other then ionization may 
11 
result i 
# B —> A • B"* * e • 
Jess® aM Sadauskis (10,11) hair® diseuised the importance of 
tMs process in. iroducliig secondary ionization in mixtures 
of noble gases# Here the ionization results from a transfer 
of energy from th© metaatabl® states of on® noble gaa to the 
atoms of another noble gas or to th.® atoma of some contami­
nating gaa# Cross sections for collisions of the second 
kind can be calculated approximately, and are discussed by 
lassey and Burhop (12)* Similar types of collisions result­
ing in ionization can occur between an excited or ionisied 
gas atom and the chaiaber walls or the surfaces of the elec­
trodes* This phenomenon has also been discussed by Massey 
and Burhop (12)• 
C« airvey of Experimental Results 
Literature upon the subject of experimental investiga­
tion of the ionization yield of energetic charged particles 
in gases is extreinely voluadnous* A review of the experi­
mental results up to 1944 has been given by Gray (13), and a 
more recent summary may be found by Bethe and Ashkin (1). 
Massey and Burhop (12) have discussed the experimental re­
sults for very low energy ions# Many contradictory results 
are found in the literature. Perhaps th© most significant 
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work la regard to clarifylisg this Mghly confused subject 
has been that of Jesse, et al» In 1950, Jess©, Porstat, 
and Sadauskis (14) provided ©videnc© that for alpha particles 
In the energy rang© of 1 to 9 Mev there was no raeasureable 
change in the average energy per ion pair In argon# They 
compared this with th© ali^ia Ionization in air from th© 
work of St@tt®r (15) which showed a marked increase in w 
as zero alpha energy waa approached* 
Jeisse and Sadauskis (10) also established th© importance 
of th© effect of Hdnate quantities of impiritiea in noble 
gasea aaJ accounted for thia effect by atomic collisions of 
th® second kind# Jess© and Sadauskis (11) have made precis© 
meaatirements of 1 for alpha particles in carefully pirified 
samples of the five noble gases, air, carbon dioxide, hydro­
gen, oxygen, nitrogen, and several hydrocarbons. The average 
energy per ion pair for alpha particles in many of these 
same gases has been measured by Bortner and Hurst (16)j 
Sharp© (17)I ¥alentln© and Curran (18)j Haeberli, Huber, and 
Baldinger (19)j Bertolini, Bettoni, and Bisi (20)j and Herwig 
and Miller (gl)» Th© ionization yields of alpha particles 
in Mixtures of gases have been measured by Bertolini, 
Bettoni, and Bisi (22)i Bortner and Hurst (16)j and Melton, 
ftirst, and Bortner (23)# 
Recently, Curtis (24) has investigated the ionization 
yield of the particles from the reaction B^®(n,a.)Ll'^ relative 
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to th© fo alplaa |»rtiele» Th@ energies of the alpha and Li 
reeoll were 1#47 and 0.84 lev, respectively. This Inveatl-
gatloSQ was ©arrled out for pir® argon and argon plua small 
percentages of cartoon dioxide and nltrog«n» In pur© argon 
thi0 refults for alpha particle o^w®d no deviation from 
a proportionality between th® en®rgy and lonissatlon but 
there was evldeae© of a slight deviation in the gas mlxttjres# 
How«v®r, for the M reeoil there was a definite deviation 
for all thre® gaaes, being smallest for par© argon and 
largest for argon plus carbon dioxide. These results were 
compared with those of Hanna (25); and Rhodes, BVanzen, and 
Stephens (26) who also studied the ionization yield of this 
reaction in argon plut a small percentage of carbon dioxide# 
fhe results of these latter investigationa indicated a de­
parture from linearity in the relation between ionization 
and energy# Facehini,, Gatti, and Germagnoli (27) studied 
the lonisiatlon yield in jarifitd ar^ s^n of itie particles 
from the reaction Iji®(n^ a )1® in which the alpha particle 
has an energy of 2#06 Mev and the trlton an energy of 2.75 
lev# fheir results verified a linear relation between 
ionization and energy# 
Fr&nzen, lalpern, and Stephens (28) measured the total 
ionization proAiced by the reactions He®(n,p) and N^ (^njpp) 
In a gas atxture consisting Mainly of argon. The reaction 
energies were 766 and 630 kev, respectively# Comparison 
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with Po alpha particles 3u.pport©<3. tli© assuaiptlon of a pro-
port ioaality feetwe®n energy and the Ionization in argon 
ladtpeMent of partiele type# Leachamn (29), Herwig and 
Miller (50), and Sehmitt (31) ha¥« studied the relative 
Ionization yield of fiaslon fragments and, in general, agree 
that th© lonlBation yield depends upon the maaa of th© 
particle, "being different for the light and heavy fragment» 
fhe average energy per ion pair was found to h® higher for 
these heavy particles than for alpha partiolee and the ratio 
depended on the typ# of gas# 
In the 1944 review "by Gray (13) the works of Jentachke 
(32) and Gerthsen (33) were the aost pertinent to the present 
experiaent* Jentsehke Investigated the specific ionization-
rang© relation in nitrogen for individual jsrotons with ranges 
between 10 and 70 cm* By Integrating to get the total 
ionisation and then extrapolating ttils result to air, he 
obtained 3S«9 ev as the average energy per ion pair for 
7»56 Ilev protons. cSerthsen measured th® total ionization 
of proton hoaras with energies in the range of 27 to 45 kev 
and noted no departure from 36 ev/lp for the value of 1 in 
air. Gerthsen also found that the ionization yield in 
hydrogen for protons in this same energy range was about the 
aam© as in alr» MeassireHients by Stetter and Jentachke (54) 
for 470 kev protons in hydrogen gave 32#6 ©v/ip. Gray com-
hlned the a© remits with some data for photo»protons from 
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ddutsrluffl and concluded timt for energies above about 25 kev 
tli« average emrgj per ion pair for protons In hydrogen waa 
S5 * Ifd evm 
Ttinnicliff# and Ward (35) atudied th@ relative ioniza­
tion yield of protons, deuterons, and alpha particles by 
ffl@ans of a proportional counter filled with a mixture of 
argon and a®than©# The energetic particlea were produced 
aa neutron recoils# From the results it was inferred that 
for protons with energies between 200 and 500 kev th© ioniza­
tion was proportional to the energy. For energies between 
200 and 400 kev th® total ionization produced by protons 
in argon was about 8 percent greater than that of alpha 
particles of equal energy, fhe range of particle energies 
investigated was not large enough to prove conclusively 
that til® value of 1 was also a lUnction of particle energy, 
although the results favored this interpretation* 
Maasey and 'Burhop (12) have suomarized the experimental 
data available on cross sections for ionization by positive 
iona and neutral atoms with energies within the near adia-
bati© region, v -c Vq» loniaation cross sections for helium 
atoms and iom in helluffl have been measured by Rostagni (56), 
Berry (37), Rudniok (38), arAO Keen© (39), Meaaurementa of 
th® ionization cross sections of rare gaa atoms by collisions 
with their own ions have been made by Rostagni (36), Berry 
(37), and Batho (40) and for argon ions in hydrogen by 
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lolf (41)• Although thero waa large diaagreeraent In the 
absolute magnitude of the results of various investigators, 
their results agreed in giving cross aeotlona with consistent 
variation with relative velocity# The most recent meaaure-
menta in thia near adiatoatic region have been by Keene. He 
investigated the ionization cross sections for hydrogen and 
helitim ions in hydrogen and helium in the energy range of 
5 to 35 k®v* The probable errors were somewhat large; 15 
percent for ions in hydrogen and 20 percent for ions in 
helium# 
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III. IXPERIlffiifAI. METHOD 
Sewral difficulties w®i»© ©nootint®i'®d in th© develop­
ment of a mceessful technique for measuring the ionization 
yield of atomie partielea with energies below 300 kev» The 
first of these prohleais was that of getting the low energy 
particles into an ionization ehaiaher# In eases where studies 
have heen made with alpha particles, neutron recoils, or 
particles froti mclear reactions, the sources of particles 
were usually contained within the ionization chamber# 
However, in order to investigate this low velocity region 
over a oontlmious energy rang®, it was necessary to resort 
to an ion aooelsrator as a source of charged particles. 
targe energy losses, straggling, and contaminating deposits 
of s»mp oil discouraged the use of windows of thin foils 
or organic films• Consequently, it was proposed that the 
primary ions be admitted Into the Ionization chamber by 
laaan® of an open window# This required the use of a con­
tinuous flow chamber which had to be operated at very low 
pressure* 
A second problem concerned the measurement of the small 
quantity of loniaation produced by charged particles below 
300 kev# fh© method which is gene'rally employed for par­
ticles above 0*5 Mev consists of studying individual par­
ticles by collecting their ionization on isolated electrodes 
18 
aM moaswlng th® ©hang® In potential of th@se ©lectrodes#"^ 
This potential ©hang© is usually observsd as a voltage pula® 
of height 
¥ • q/C , 
where q Is the ionissation prodacefl by a single particle and 
C iai tb® capacitance of the electrode* However, at lower 
energies tb,© charge collected woald be too aaall to permit 
the hei^t of the pals© to be determined accurately* For 
exMpl©, the pttlae height for a 50 kev proton, where C is 
S3 fflicromicrofarads and W is SO ev/ip, would be approximately 
8 microvolts# This is of the same order of magnitude as the 
noise at the Input of most pulse amplifiers which are used 
with ionization chambers# fhere are two ways to obtain a 
quantity of charge which can be measured with a satisfactory 
degree of ia?ecision» One such way would be to multiply the 
ioniaation as is don® in a proportional counter. The other 
way would be to integrate the Ionization produced by several 
particles# For the experiment at hand the latter method was 
chosen since it did not require knowledge of the elusive 
iffliltlplication factor for the chamber and gaa« The choice 
of this method, however, introduced another difficulty. 
%ery coiaprehensive accounts of the principles of opera­
tion and construction of ionization chambers and counters 
have been published by Wilkinson (42), Rossi and Staub {4S), 
and Corson and Wilson (44). 
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Sine® a siogle particle waa no longer being studied it was 
neoeaaary to determln® th© number of particles producing the 
ionization whioh was measured# 
S©¥.©ral alternate methods of determining th© incident 
particle rate were tried, fhe ionization diamber waa lso» 
lated and used aa a Faraday cage whereby the net current into 
it was proportional to the incident particle rate. However, 
this method had two aerioua difficialties associated with it# 
It was necessary to know th© average charge of the incident 
particles aa they entered th© chamber* The charge state of 
an ion has been found to be a function of its energy and 
th© type of gas#^ Furthermore, it was extremely difficult 
to distinguish between th© primary particles and the second­
ary particles #ilch were present in th© vicinity of the open 
window# Failure to eliminate th® effects of these secondary 
charged particles caused this laethod of measurement to be 
discarded# Anotiaer method consisted of establishing a cor­
relation between the ctarrent to a besM atop in front of the 
entrance to th© chamber and th® rat© at which the incident 
particles entered the chamber# fhis ffi©tt3,od was tried briefly 
tout without success# Since the beam stop and aperture were 
later found, to b® inproperly aligned, this method might 
"^ SoBie recent experiiaentftl studies of the charge states 
of ion beaffls in gases have been made by Ribe (45), Kanner 
(46), Snitaer (47), and Stier, Bamett, and Evans (48) • 
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warrant f^ irther inveatlgation. Th© method which was finally 
adopted for dttermlning the Incident particle rat© conaiat®d 
of detecting and counting Individually the particles which 
entered th© chamber* I'his, of course, aasruaied that the low 
emrgj secondary partielea w>uld not b® detected# Some of 
th© devices which wer© conaid@r®d for detecting and counting 
th@ incident particles w®re an electron Hialtiplier, a scin­
tillation counter, and a proportional counter. Although 
there wtr© advantages to each of these methods, the idea of 
using a proportional counter was more readily adaptable to 
the proposed experimental arrangement# It was possible to 
operate th© Ionization chamber alternatively as a proportion­
al counter• 
fh© experimental method say be stimimriEed as follows! 
A bean of iona of toown energy from the kevatron was admitted 
into the Ionization <Siamber through a 0«004 inch diameter 
open window# fhe chaaber was eyllndrloal with the center 
electrode off center, fhe electrons and negative ions pro­
duced In the ionization processes were collected on the 
outer electrode and measured as a cwrrent with a vibrating 
reed electrometer* To determine the rate at which the 
prinary ions entered th® chamber, it was operated alternately 
as a proportional counter by which each primary particle 
entering the chamber was detected and counted. Thus, the 
lonlsatlon yield X (In coulombs per primary Ion) was com-
21 
put«d by tla« ©quatlon 
T s tonlzation omreatt , 
''' ccnint" ral^ ©" 
and the avtrag# ener^ p©r Ion pair 
W 38 (@Vip) » 
where E was tii® ©a&rgy of the Incident particle in electron 
¥olts« 
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I?. APfARAfUS 
A-» Eevatron 
fh© ioii beams studied in tMa experiment were pwduced 
by the kemtron, a 300 kv linear do accelerator# The 
accelerating potential was supplied by a cascade of two 
conventional doubling circuits• This potential could be 
contiimously varied from 0 to 500 kv by a variable auto-
transformer ftoich supplied the primary voltage, l/hen the 
kevatron was operated at 150 kv and with a beam current of 
leas than 0#1 mm, the ripple on the accelerating potential 
was observed to be aboat 500 volts and predominantly 120 
cps# As the beam current was increased to 0.6 ma the ripple 
Increased to abcmt 700 volts# 
The stability of the accelerating potential required 
considerable attention# fhe ac line voltage, although 
supplied from a 220 volt St&biline regulator, was not suf­
ficiently constant at times# For potentials above 200 kv, 
the corona from the high voltage supply became very trouble­
some# There were apparently other undetermined sources of 
Instability• 
A reasonably successful attempt was made to automatical­
ly regulate the kevatron energy# A schematic diagram of 
the regulating system is shown in Pig# 2# An error signal 
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fig. 2. schematic diagram of the control system and regulator 
for the kevatron high voltage power supply 
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was dtflTtfi from an Inaulated exit slit asaambly for the 
magnetic analyzer. When the energy of the beam changed, the 
current to the two sides of th® slit became unbalanced. The 
resulting difference in potential of the two slit plates 
was amplified with a de difference amplifier (49). This 
signal waa uaed to control the saturating current in the 
saturable CKsre reactor which in turn could be used to con­
trol an increment of the primary voltage of the hi^  voltage 
supply. This fine control of the accelerating potential was 
accomplished toy installing a filament transformer with its 
secondary winding in series with the output of the main 
control auto-transformer# '^he primary current of the fila-
aient transformer could he controlled either automatically 
toy the saturable cor® reactor or inanaally by a variable auto-
tranaformer. fhia fine control provided a means of very 
accurately adjusting •ytie energy of the beam# 
It was some'a^ at difficult to give a quantitative evalua­
tion of the performance of the regulator since it depended 
directly upon the beam conditions# In general, it could be 
relied upon to keep the average energy constant to within 
0.5 percent, being better at low energies than at the higher 
energies. Since the kevatron beam was seldom centered with 
respect to the exit slit of th© magnetic analyzer, the 
regulator was sensitive to th® beam intensity. This caused 
th© variations in beam intensity to actually be amplified 
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aM proired to be a serious disadvantage for thla methoci of 
regulation# 
Th© focusing and, intenaiti' of th@ beam depended largely 
upon th© ion aoare© (SO)* fh® v&Tj small beam, currents 
required by the experiment permitted the ion source to be 
operated with both the probe and first electrode at the 
potential of th© ion source oaae« Thus, two variables which 
night ha"ue caused th® beam Intensity to drift were elimi­
nated# Under these latter condiUona th© drift in the beam 
intensity was caused almost entirely by variations In the 
preisur© in the ion source or arc conditions. These varia­
tions were finally made to be quite small# Random variations 
in th© position and focusing of the beam were often trouble­
some and warrant further attention# 
B# Magnetic Analyser 
Tha© deiired ion component of the kevatron beam was 
aeleoted by magnetic analysis# I'he magnetic analyzer was of 
the conventional design used in maaa spectrometers (51). 
The pole pieces were wedge shaped corresponding to an angle 
of deflection of 2'7 degrees# The radius of curvature of 
the ion trajectory was 12#7 inches, the distance from the 
entrance ®lit to th® virtual pole face was 5 feet, and the 
distance from the virtual pole face to the exit slit waa 
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4 feet. The theoretical I'esolving power for slit widths of 
0»125 Inch was approxiraiatelj 200# 
The magnet coils and current supply were capable of 
producing a mBXiwaxm field of approximately 5000 gauaa in 
the 1 inch gap between the pole pieces. Thia field was suf­
ficient to deflect 0.5 lev deuterona through the geometrical 
arrangement specified above. The current control for the 
magmt maintained the current in the coils constant to 
within 0.1 percent for periods of 8 hours or more. By vary­
ing the current and switching coils tJie field strength could 
be varied contimoualy from 490 to 5300 gauss. 
C. Electrostatic Amlyzer 
The energy of the Ion component selected by the mag­
netic analyaser was determined by means of electrostatic 
deflection, fhe electrostatic analyzer (52) deflected the 
ion beam through a 120 degree arc with a mean radius of 10 
inches. This deflection was produced by a radial electric 
field between two curved metal plates spaced 0.S82 inch 
apart, fhe constant for this analyser was 13.13 • O.IO. 
•Thus, mx ion having a charge 2 and an energy E traversed the 
analyzer only If the potential between the deflection plates 
was E/(2 X 13.13). fhla constant was calculated from the 
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physical d.lm©nslona of the analyzer*'* fhe ©ntrane® and exit 
of th® analyzer w©r® defined lay 0«05 inch slits whioh cor­
responded to a theoretical rsaolving power of approximately 
gOO» It was poaslhl® to incr@ai® th© resolving power to 1000 
hy using 0#01 Inch alits# However, thia eaua©d the beam 
current entering the ionization ehambsr to be overly aensi-
tiv© to inatabilitiea in the kevatron energy# 
Th® deflection plates were operated at equal and oppo­
site potentials supplied hy a variable regulated r*f type 
voltage supply. Th© regulator maintained the potential dif­
ference between th® plates constant to within 0«01 percent 
for periods of several hours after an appropriate warm-^p 
period# Th® analysier voltage was determined by meana of 
precision voltage dividers connected in parallel with each 
deflection plate# Each voltage divider conaisted of a 20 
»®gohm precision resistance stack in aeriea with a 775 ohm 
precision resiatori a potentiometer (Leeda & Morthrup type 
7551) waa used to measare the voltage drop acrosa theae 
resistors# Plg« 3 shows a acheiaatic diagram of the measur­
ing circuit* Th© over-all calibration conatant for the 
electrostatic analyzer, compited from the physical dlmenaiona 
of th® deflection platea and the ratio of the voltage divid­
er, was 348,700 with respect to th© voltage difference 
"^ his conatant was being checked at the time of writing 
by Phippa (52) using th® 16S kev resonance in the BH(p,r) 
reaction# 
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"between points A on the two di¥ld@rs* 
D» Ionization Chiamber 
1* Conatraetion 
Th® low pressures at which the ionization chamber waa 
operated due to the open window, required that the chamber 
b® rather large in order to stop the ions investigated. The 
extreai® ease was that of protons in hjdrogen# The experi­
mental data of Cook, Jones, and Jorgenaen (53) indicated that 
the rarige of a 241 kev proton in hydrogen would be 73#9 cm 
at a pressure of 10 lam Hg» Since the lower energies were 
of the greatest interest aM the stopping powers of the 
other gases ub&& were greater, a chamber with an effective 
stopping length of 75 CM waa considered sufficient to stop 
all ions of interest# 
k schematic drawing of the ionissatlon chamber and the 
differential pampistjg section la shown in Fig, 4« The ioniza­
tion ohafflber was cjllndrical with a dlsuneter of 10 inches 
and an over-all length of 41 inches, and was constructed 
mostlj of brass# fhe stainless steel outer electrode was 
9 inches in diameter and 40 inches long, being Insulated 
from the chamber walla by fluorothene rings# The end of 
the outer electrode next to tlm differential pumping section 
fitted upon the aperture assembly (not shown in Fig, 4) and 
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thereby was oorapl©t@ly closed except for a 0«0625 Inch hoi© 
by which the beam entered• Th® other ©nd was only partially 
closed with a ring having an inside diameter of 7 inches. The 
outer electrode could be easily removed from the chamber by 
first rottovlng the end plate of the chamber# An electrical 
connection waa made to the outer electrode by way of a vacuum 
tight fluorothene feed-through insulator in the chamber wall* 
Plxiorothtne was used for electrical insulation throughout the 
chaaber because of its high resistivity, low vapor pressure, 
and good aachinability# 
Two different center electrodes were used during the 
Investigations. One was mad® of alumirmm, 0*25 inch in 
diameter with a 0«5 inch diameter sphere on the end. How­
ever, for the final studies in nitrogen and argon, the part 
extending into the effective stopping region was made of 
stainless steel, 0.125 inch in diameter with a 0«25 inch 
diameter sj^her® on the end. fhia stainless steel part 
telescoped into a 0.25 inch diameter aluminum support which 
extended nearly half the length of the chaRiber. 5'he smaller 
diameter electrode gave better umltiplicatlon for proportion­
al counter operation and still permitted saturation to be 
attained when the chamber was used for current measurements* 
The center electrode was supported from the end plate by 
iieans of a fluorothene feed-through insulator. This elec­
trode was located one inch off the axis of the chamber so 
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it would not to© directly in th@ path of th© ion beam# The 
other end of th© center electrode was 2.5 Inches from th© 
end of the outer electrode and was supported from the top 
of the outer electrode by means of a silk thread. The feed-
through insulator supporting th© center electrode was 
shielded from the radiation and light in the chamber by a 
S inch diameter aluralmm disc fitted on the coupling directly 
in front of it. 
Openings were provided in th® chamber walla for con­
nections to an ionization gauge, a manometer, a gaa pirifler, 
and for direct eiraeaation through the differential pumping 
a0Ctioa« feflon gasketa •were generally used where demount­
able vacuum aeala were required• A heating element waa wound 
around the outside of the chamber to facilitate outgasaing 
during evacuation, fhe chaiaber and differential pumping 
section were supported by means of a carriage constructed 
of angle iron# One inch diameter bolta in the base of the 
carriage were used to level aM adjust the height of the 
chamber # 
2« Aperture 
Th® aperture asaerably la shown in detail In the drawing 
of Fig. 6« The end of the outer electrode waa about 0*125 
inch from the apertare plate and Insulated from lt» In 
order to collect all of the ionization produced In the gap 
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between the aperture and the outer electrode. It was neces­
sary to applj a potential of a few volts to the outer elec­
trode# kn insulated beam stop with a 0,03 inch diameter 
hole, mounted 0*187 inch in front of the aperture, provided 
a means of monitorii^ the incident beam# In the design of 
this assembly an attempt was made to keep the energy loss 
at a ffiinimara in the regions where the ionization could not 
be collected, such as in the aperture itself# fhe diameter 
of the hole in the outer electrode was made large enough so 
that essentially all the ions passing thrm^ the aperture 
would also pass through the hole in the outer electrode. 
Calculations of the elastic scattering of 50 kev protons in 
argon at a pressure of 10 mm Hg indicated that less than 2#4 
percent cef the la^otons were lost in the region between the 
aperture and outer electrode* 
The alignment of the aperture and the be^ stop was 
found to be extremely critical. This tedious task of align-
meat was accomplished by sighting through the aperture 
assembly toward the small filament in a 1»5 volt lamp which 
was held in front of the exit slit of the electrostatic 
analyzer# The final adjustments in the position of the 
chsmber and differential pimping section were made after the 
chamber had been assembled and a beam had been deflected 
into it# 
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3# Differentia.! manglKiyg: 
fli® flow of gaa tlirougji the apsrtare necessitated the 
ua® of differential pumping between the ionimtion chamber 
and the high vaemtam sjatem of the electrostatic analyzer* 
This permitted the ohanijer to toe operated at pressures up 
to 10 ffio Hg* fh® differential paaipir^  section was evacuated 
with a lational Research 1-6 diffusion jaimp, type 104, which 
had a piaipir^  speed of approximately 600 l/sec at a ia?essure 
of one micron %• The variation of the pressure in the 
differential pimping section with the pressure in the Ioni­
zation chamber is illustrated by the graph in Pig. 6 for 
argon gas# 
A liquid nitrogen cold baffle was installed in the 
differential pimping section to reduce the concentration of 
pimp oil in the vicinity of the aperture# This baffle was 
necessary to prevent the aperture from becoming stopped with 
droplets of oil# Its construction was similar to the cold 
trap described by Miller (54) and was supported from the 
top of tii# differential pimping section by two stainless 
steel filling tubes# Both a Pirani and an ion gauge were 
attached to the pa.mpii^  section for raeaaureaient of the 
pressure in it# 
The ion beam entered the pumping section through a long 
projeetlog taibe, 0#75 inch in diameter# At the end of the 
tube there was a canal, 0.125 inch in diemieter and 1 inch 
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Xoiig. fb.® entranc© and exit of itie tub© were defined by 
b®«a stops with holes 0»125 aBd 0*05 Inch in diameter, re-
speetivelf# The purpose of Itiia projecting tub® was to 
extend tlM vacuum path of th® ion beam# 
4» Gas filling ayatea 
I'he gas filling system is Illustrated by the schematic 
diagram in Pig# 7. fhe gas frcm the tank passed through a 
dry ice cold trap and was admitted into the chamber by means 
of a thermal valir® similar to the on© described by Billlnga 
and Mossffli&a (55)» The gas entered the chamber through a 
hot oalotua purifier operated at 300 to 350 degrees C (used 
only for argon gas). A drawing of the pftirifier is shown 
in Fig. 8# It consisted of a vertical stainless steel tube 
with connections to the chamber at the bottom and top so 
that when th® tob® was heated convection currents caused 
the g&a in th® chamber to clroalat® through it. Between the 
heated section and the openiri^s going into the chamber, short 
lengths of the tube were macMned to a wall thickneaa of 
©•01 inch# fhis reduced the heat conduction sufficiently to 
eliainat© the necessity of water cooling the connections 
between the pirifier aM the chamber. The mw gas was ad­
mitted into the parifier through a amall tube soldered into 
the bottom and ^t®.nding up into th® center of th® purifier. 
The basket for th® purifying laaterial was soldered to the 
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theriaometel* well and, could b© easily removed through the top 
of tiie jpurifier* 
A charcoal cold trap was also Installed In such a manner 
that th® gas in the oharaber would circulate - through it. How 
®Ter, it prov«d to b© improperly designed for th© preaaurea 
at which the chamber was operated and was not used during 
any of th© studies reported herein, 
5* Freasiare regulator 
An automatic preaaure regulating device (56) was de­
veloped to maintain a given ppeaaure in the chamber over the 
long periods reqtiired for th© meaaureaenta. The jaresatore 
monitor is illuatrated by th© schematic diagram in Pig. 9, 
It conaiated of an oil manometer, a li^t aource, and two 
phototubea# When th© Bianometer arras were filled with oil 
they acted as cylindrical lenaea, focusing the light atrongly 
upon the cathode® of tiie phototobes. Hence, any change in 
pressure reaulted in more li^ t being fomaed on one cathode 
and less on the other, flma, an electrical signal waa de­
rived which waa approximately proportional to the change 
in p»eaaure. fhia electrical aignal from the phototubea 
waa amplified with a dc amplifier and then uaed to control 
the saturating current in a aaturable core reactor #iich in 
turn controlled the power to the thermal flow valve aa in­
dicated by the block diagram in Pig. 10. A dry ice cold 
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trap waa Installed between th@ Ionization chamber and the 
manometer to keep oil sapors flpom entering the chamber. The 
other arm of the manometer was evacuated thrcwgh the differ­
ential pumping aeetion# 
6# lleetrioal fields in ohaafcer 
The cjllMrleal geometry and eccentricity of the elec­
trodes gaT© rise to highly nonmnifom eleetrleal fields in 
the cimatoer. I'he llaita for these fields were established 
by ealetilating the extreme field atrengtha at both the center 
and outer electrodes* fhes© calculations were based upon the 
method of image line charges as discussed by &»ytiie (57) and 
were appro^ slHiate In that they aaaumed electrodea of infinite 
length* The results of the calculations are given in Table 1« 
Table 1# Electrical fields in the chamber 
laxlfflam field at center electrode 1#50 
liniffliiffl field at center electrode 1.49 
M&ximxm field at outer electrode 0.0325 
Mlniamm field at outer electrode 0.0132 
Maxima field at end of center electrode 3.32 
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fine valttds glT®n ar® the ©lectrieal fltMs in ¥olta per cm 
per foit of potential <aiff@i*©ne® 'between the center and 
©ut©r electrodes. A very approximate oalculatlon was made 
to estimate the maxlaiaai field at the end of tlie center elec­
trode# fto value obtained from this oaloulation is shown 
as the laat entry in fable 1« 
E. Aiiplif iera 
fhe pulaes #aioh originated in the chamber when it was 
operated as a proportional counter were first amplified with 
a minimal noise preamplifier similar to the one described 
by Enalein and: Brainerd (58,5t)« fhe complete circuit 
diagram is shown in Fig. 11» The original circuit was modi­
fied to redace Sie gain to about 500 and to alter the fre­
quency response* The frequency response was changed by 
direct ccmpling the fourth and fifth stages and shunting the 
plat© resi®tor of the fourth stage with a small capacitor. 
Th© over-all frequency reaponse after these modifications 
is shown In Pig# 12# The high gain at low frequencies was 
undesirable becauae of the aicrophonic signals from the 
chamber# However* these signals were severely attenuated by 
iharply clipping the signals at the input of the main aaipli-
fier# I'he rms noia® of the preamplifier with respect to the 
inpat was about 10 microvolts# 
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Tbe main amplifier was a Los Alamos Model 100 amplifier 
(49) with, th® Inpit adapted to delay-line clipping. Th© 
input of ttm gBiplifier and ttie dealy-lln© palse-shaping net­
work are shown in Fig, 13. fhe parameters in the pilse-
slmping network w®r® ©mplrieally adjusted to make the dura­
tion of the p3ila®s as short as posaihl® thereby minimizing 
th© reaolTing time of counting# "The value of the coraponenta 
uaed for atadies in nitrogen and argon are given in the 
diagramt 
P, Scalers 
The piltas fro® the amplifier were recorded by two 
scalers operated in parallel. One was a binary scaler #iich 
had a reaolving time of approximately 0.25 microaeconda and 
a seal# factor of 8192# fhe other was a decade scaler with 
a resolving time of about 1.5 microseconds and a scale factor 
of 10,000. The voltage hysteresis in the diacriminator of 
both scalers was aboat 5 volta. The decade scaler was the 
one generally used for counting dwing an ionization yield 
raeasureaient • fhe two were operated in parallel only during 
the procedure to determine the proper dlscriiainator aettlnga 
or to merely check their relative performance. 
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G» El©ctroiB0tsi» 
Three Afferent eleotrometera were used during the 
0oura® of ©xporlnisnt • The fir at on© used was a vacuum 
tub® electrometsr #ilch ©mployod a Vlctoreen 5800 electromo­
tor tetro^® at th® Input* It was a dual channel electrometer 
wMeh had t)®en designed and conatru^oted by th® ll«otronic 
Sbop (60)• Each ohann®! had a©v®n current ranges between 
10"*® and 10""^® amperes full scale, fhis electrometer was 
used for fflueh of the prellainary work with hydrogen arid nitro­
gen# Howewr, it p'oired to have three significant disadvan­
tages I its laok of stability required that the calibration 
be cheeked and the zero adjusted often? it waa slightly non­
linear? and ita lensitivity was low# A one volt signal waa 
required at th® inpat for a full seal® reading. Hence, to 
ml P 
measure currents of the order of 10 to 10 amperes as 
was dose in thia work, an Inimt resistance of the crder of 
3_q12 ojjag req.ulred* Since ttie capacitance of the outer 
electrode was about 700 micr©microfarads, the reailting time 
constant at the Injttt of the electrometer waa of the order 
of 700 aeooMa# 
For the flrtol studies in nitrogen gas a Brown vibrating 
reed electrometer waa used* Its sensitivity permitted tiie 
11 
use of an input resistance of lO*^* ohmsj the inpit time 
constant was about 70 seconds. 1?he noise and zero drift of 
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til® ©Itetrometer corraaponded to about 1 mv at the inpit# 
fhe aeaaurensnta for argon gas were made with an Applied 
f'hyaics Corp* Ti'bratlrig reed electrometer. Model 30» Its 
operation sid iensitivity were similar to the Brown inatru-
ment# HowOTer, the noi#© was aomewhat leaa, corresponding 
to aboat 0f2 mv. 
The oonnectloas to the outer electrode arid the input 
circuit for the vibrating reed electrometer are shown in 
Pig. 14* The ¥ibratli^ reed or modulated capacitor ia 
designated aa C^ » To prevent the electrometer from "hunting" 
it waa necessary to install a 600 microffiicrofarad damping 
condenser across the input resistor# Teflon waa used as 
the dielectric mterial in thia condenser to meet the require-
aeata of low polarisation and low leakage. Ihen the chamber 
was operated as a proportional counter, it was necessary" to 
decouple the electrometer from the outer electrode. Thia 
was accomplished for radio frequencies by using a Yictoreen 
VX-olO thermal relay to connect a 1 microfarad condenser 
between the outer electrode and ground. At tfae same time 
the Input resistor rg shunted by olosltxg the switch Sg. 
Pea- both vibrating reed electrometer a the quantity which 
waa recorded was the feedback voltage ej. which waa equal to 
the voltage drep acroaa the inpit resistor. Thus, the cur­
rent origimtlng in the Ionization chamber waa given by 
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where Tg was corrected fcr leakage thrcw^  the condenser Cp 
and the switch Sg* Ihe leakage through the insulation re­
al stane© of the outer electrode was neglected since this 
resistance was effectively increased by a factor equal to 
the over-all gain in the electrometer amplifier-feedback 
loop# approximately 1000. 
The calibration of ttie electrometer consisted essential­
ly of determining the effectiir© inpit resistance# Three 
different procedare@ were used. In the first procedure the 
Inpit resistor was r«iov®d from the inatrument and measured 
on a Spinlab megohm bridge# This procedure necessarily 
neglected any leakage in tto rmalnder of the input circuit. 
In the second method a known current was establl^ ed by 
applying a known ¥oltage to a measured resistance connected 
in series with the input of the electrometer, switch 
being open# Since the series resistance was measured on the 
same Spinlab bridge, this method was not Independent of the 
first. Howver, it was complementary since it included the 
effect of any leakage through the damping condenser or other 
parts of the Inpit circuit# 
In the third procedure the capacitance shunting the 
inpttt resistance was charged to an arbitrary potential and 
then the rat© of discharge was determined by observing the 
rate of decay of the electroiaeter feedback voltage e^ .# Tims, 
the shunting oapacitanc© was initially charged to a potential 
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?Q and allowtfi to dlsobarg® to a potential ¥ at tim® t» fh« 
v&lu® of th® inpit j»®slatane® wa$ then ©ompited from the 
relatlosa 
whence, 
i?g * t/CCglnVoA) • 
The oapaeltaao© of the damping condenser waa measured on a 
Be00o oepacltane® bridge# This ^ alu© waa combined with the 
stray eapacitsnc® 0q of the input to obtain the total capaoi-
tane© ghunting the inpit rssistanee# Generally the values 
obtained for Vg by the three procedures agreed within 1 per­
cent. 
Ht Center Electrode Voltage &ipply 
Positive center electrode potentials were supplied by 
a regulated electronic supply which had an outpit variable 
from 1000 to SOOO volta. Further adjustments of this voltage 
were made by the voltage divider shown in Pig# 15# The 
negative potentials for tb® center electrode were supplied 
from batteries connected to a awltohing arrangement, alao 
shown in Fig* 15# 
• 1000 TO 3000 V POSITIVE 
VOLTAGE 
SUPPLY 
FOR C.E. 
100 K EACH IW 
NOBLELOY 
OK EACH 1/2 W 
NOBLELOY 
W » W « W W W WMO • W « W , 
V EACH 
-mMM— 
8.2 m CONNECTION TO 
PREAMP CHASIS 
.05/1 f 
5000 V 
FIG. 15 VOLTAGE SUPPLY FOR CENTER ELECTRODE 
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V. MBTHOD OP PROCEKJll 
fli® ®as<iatlal points in the experimental proeedur® w«r® 
the ftdjustwent of th® chamber p?«8syr®, the adjustment csf 
th® tefatron b«am, and th© determination of th® thr®® quan-
titieai the «n«rgy of th® primary ion®, th® rat® at •sifeieh 
they ®nt»r«d th® ehauiJer, and the ionization produeed by 
th®m# Th# t®ehni<pi®s of those adjusta®nts and m®asur®ments 
ar® d®s®rib@d in detail below# 
A# Chamber Pr®saur« 
fo Chang# th® pr®ssur« in th® chamber it waa neoosaary 
to turn off th® automatic preasur® regulator and mamally 
eontrol th® theriaal leak power* The ohaiaber preasur® was 
lner®as«d by operating th® thoriaal l®ak at maxlRBiia pow®r and 
adjusting th® pr®ssur® in th® filling system to 20 or 30 pal 
gaug® pr@3sur«* Und®r th@s@ ooeditions th® chamber pressure 
increased at a rat® of 20 to 30 mm of oil p®r hour* fh® 
presamr® was decreased by turning off th® thermal leak power 
and evacuating the filling syateffl* The valv® to the pump-out 
line was then opened sll#itly, car® being taken not to over-
load th® diffusion ps.®p* 
When th® chamber preasur® reached the desired value, 
th# heater current for th® thermal leak waa set at 0»5 ampere. 
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fh@ prmmT& in %h& filling syst«n was then adjusted to 
about 1 atmospiitr©# Under thtae oondltlons the gas flow 
was approximately that recplred to maintain the chamher 
presaire constant# The mtomatic re^ alator was then turned 
on, adjusted# arid awitched into operation. A period of 20 
to SO mimtea was required fca? th© regulator to stabilize. 
B» Kevatron Beam 
The emrgj of the kevatron beam was first estimated by 
th© setting of th® high voltage auto-transformer. The de-
aired ion component was located with the magnetic analyzer 
and th© energy of this component was measured with the 
electrostatic analyzer, fhe variable auto-transformer In 
the high voltage fine control circuit was then used to make 
the final adjustment in the energy while "tracking" the beam 
with the magnetic aM electrostatic analyzers. 
The alignment of the beam through the magnetic and 
electrostatic analyzers was accomplished by adjusting the 
position of th© target end of the accelerator tube to give 
a maxiimiffi ©irrent into th© ionissatlon chsjnber for a given 
set of ion source conditions. Since the ion source was 
operated with the probe and first electrode at the potential 
of th® case, the ion source pressure and arc voltage were 
used to adjust the beam intensity. 
m 
After th® intensity, alignawnt, and energy of the Ion 
beam had been aatlsfaetorily adjusted, the automatic regu­
lator for the keir&tron hi^  iroltage was awitched into opera­
tion and adjuate^ i to the proper operating level. 
fhe carrent to the entrance slit of the electrostatic 
analyzer was monitored with the vaewix® tube electrometer, 
fh© ©utpit of this electrometer was recorded with an 
Eaterline-Angus recorder which provided an Indication of 
the stability of the beam current# 
C» Inergy of Primary Ions 
fhe electrostatic analyzer was relied upon for the 
determination of the energy of the primary ions. The poten­
tial difference between the deflection plates was measured 
at the beginning and end of each run and the average of the 
two readlaga was used to comiaate the energy of the ions. The 
difference between the two readings was never greater than 
0»1 percent# At each energy the electrostatic analyzer power 
supply WAS balanced so that the two deflection plates were 
at equal and opposite potentials. 
D. Counting the Primary Ions 
The primary particles entering the chamber were detected 
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sad counted bj operating th© chamber aa a proportional count­
er, Th© center «l6etrofi© was op®rat«d at a positive poten­
tial sufflolent to pro&ae© 50 volt pulses at the outpat of 
the amplifier wbsn its gain was approxii?.at®ly 10 . The 
potential at #iieh the center eleotrod® was operated depended 
upon the ohamtoer presmir©, the energy of the primary ions, 
and the type of gas# ^he distribution in pulse heights also 
varied with the energy and the ireasure# The average height 
and duration of the pulses were measured by observing the 
pulses on an oaoilloseop®. 
Flg» 16 shows a photograph of pilses for 75 kev protons 
in nitrogen ga»« fheae pulaes war© about 8 microseconds 
long at the base# Fig* 17 shows a photograph of the pulses 
produced by 7S kev triatomie hydrogen ions in nitrogen# It 
was not possible to sake an Ionization yield determination 
for this ion coraponent due to Its breakup in the aperture# 
This breakup accounted for th© ttoee groups of pulaea which 
can be seen in the photograph. The group of largest pulses 
corresponded to the entrance of all three protons into the 
chamber, the middle group to two protons, and the group of 
smallest pulses represented th© entrance of only one proton 
of the trlatomlc ion# The energy of each proton was approxi­
mately one-third of the total energy of the ion# 
•To determine the preper setting for the discriminator 
of the scaler, two scalers were operated in parallel# The 
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Pig, !€• Proportional counter pulaet for 75 kev protona 
in nitrogen# Praasar©, 6 ma Mg$ C.E.V., 880 vi 
1070 ot#/0©e» 
Fig» 17# Proportional counter palses for 75 kev trlatomlc 
hydrogen ioM in nitrogen • Pressure, 6 lam Hgj 
C#E«'¥'#ji S80 "VI 3570 ctii/s©o» 
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discriminator of on® was kept fixed while the discriminator 
of th® other was varied# Operated in this manner, the ratio 
of the counting ratea of the two scalers was not affected by 
variations in th© beam intensity# When this ratio was 
plotted as a function of the varied discrimimtor setting it 
fbowed a plateau as illustrated by Pig. 18• Th© discrimina­
tor was set to operate near th© middle of this plateau# The 
slight slope of the plateau was attributed to the change in 
the resolving time of counting as th© discrimirmtor level 
was raised# 
The resolving time of counting was estimated by observ­
ing the pulses on an oscilloscope# Since the hysteresis in 
the discriminator of th© scaler was about 5 volts, the time 
required for th© pulses to rise from zero to a maximum and 
then fall to five volts below the discriminator level was 
taken as th© resolving time of counting# The resolving times 
for nitrogen gas were 7 to 10 microseconds and for argon were 
15 to 20 microseconds# Counting rates of 1000 to 3000 ct#/s©c 
wer© used fcep nitrogen and 500 to 2000 ot./sec fOT argon# 
In all cases th® background count was only a fraction of a 
count per second and was neglected# 
E# Ionization Current 
Th© negative ions produced in th© chamber were collected 
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on tfee outer ©l«otrod® by op®ratl,ng th© oenter electrode at 
m negative potential# This ionization waa measured as a 
current with a vibrating reed electrometer• The outer 
electrode was made slightly positive with respect to the 
chamber walla by inserting a small battery between the input 
to th# electrometer and th® outer electrode. In this way 
the Ionization between tb.® outer electrode and the aperture 
waa collected and Included In the current mea»arement» 
Since the time constant for the electrometer waa about 
70 aecoMij, a period of 400 seconds waa allowed for the 
electrometer to reach a stationary reading. The output of 
th© electrometer wat recorded wltfa a Brown "Electronlk" 
recording potentiometer, fhe Ionization ourrent waa read 
as the last point on the trace before th© input waa shorted 
prior to~ counting* 
fhe isero reading of the electrometer waa determined by 
allowing tftie electrometer to read for 20 or 30 minatea with 
no beans in the chamber. The electrc^ es were operated at the 
aaiae potentials uaed for tb© ionissation measurements. Thus, 
th® zero reading included aay leakage current or ionization 
Aie to cosmic rays or other background radiation. The re­
corder trace waa averaged over this 20 or 30 mimt© period 
and u#ed as the zero reading. A zero check was taken at the 
beginning m& end of every run# fhe results of the two zero 
checks were averaged and this average was subtracted from 
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til® ionization current readings to obtain the true readings# 
Ft Ssquenee of Mtasurements 
Fig« 19 shows a hloek diagram of th© measuring apparatus# 
First, th® ¥oltag® on th@ center electrod© was adjusted to a 
n®gatlir# iraiu# which collected all of the ionization hut 
gaf« no mltiplic&tion# Th® outer electrode was then un­
grounded and th® electrometer was allowed to record for 400 
seconds# fh© outer electrode was again grounded and th© 
center electrode TOltage was adjusted to a positive value 
which operated the chsiatoer as a proportional counter* The 
priiB,&ry ions were coutnted for 100 seconds# 
Ono serious disadvantage of this technique was that th© 
ionization current and the primarj ion rate were not measured 
simltaneously# Hence, any variation in th© incident beam 
current ^ rlng the period of counting resulted in an error 
in th® loniatation yield determination# fo reduce the effect 
of fluctaatlons in the priamry beam current, the sequence of 
measurements susmarized above was repeated 10 to 25 times and 
averaged for each ioniaatlon yield deterffiination# The histo­
gram ahOKm in Fig# 20 illustrates th® distribution in a set 
©f ^  aeasurementa for 200 kev protons in nitrogen for which 
cJg and cr^  represent th© sample standard deviation and 
deviation in th© mean, respectively# 
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¥1,, ADJU-STMEOT OP Dlfl AID BREOR ANALYSIS 
Th# ioniaatloa yield and average energy per ion pair 
w©r® eoapated as followsi fh® differenc® between the elee-
troaieter reading and the eleotrometer zero was multiplied by 
the eleotroffleter ealibration faotor to give the ionization 
current# fhe eounting rate, the total oount divided by time 
of counting, was corrected for coincidences# The ionization 
yield per primary particle was ^ en determined by dividing 
the ionization current by th® corrected cotmting rate. The 
average energy per ion pair was obtained by dividing the 
energy of the priaiary particles by the number of ion pairs 
produced by each# fhe uncertainties in the resrulta fall 
into three categories* 
A# 'Ofncertainty in Inergy 
Th® error in the energy determinations was dependent 
upon the absolute calibration and the resolution of the 
electrostatic analyzer, fhe resolving power of the Inatim-
meat waa adjusted to approximately 200 for all of the final 
measur^ aenta# 'This gave rise to an uncertainty in the energy 
of 0#§ percent# fhe absolute ealibration was based upon the 
physical dliaension® of th© analyzier and was estimated to be 
correct within 1 percent# Accordingly, the over-all error 
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In th© energy mearnireraenta was ©stlaated to b© 1 percent# 
It was neoesaary to correct th® en©rgy for loss in th© 
aperture assembly, and, in the ease of nitrogen, for loss in 
the gap b®twe®n th© aperture and the outer electrode, T^heae 
energy loss corrections for protons were based upon the 
energy losa eross seetiona published by Weyl (61), The length 
of tl» aperture was estteated to be 0#01 inchj th© pressure 
in the aperture was aa»uaed to b® th© average of the prea-
# 
sure® at th© two sides* The energy losa corrections for the 
aperture were of th® order of 0«015 kev per mm Hg of chamber 
pressture* 
Sine® th® measurements in nitrogen were mad® with th© 
outer electrode at the same potential as th© chamber walls, 
it waa necessary to correct for energy loss in th© region 
between the aperture and outer electrode# Th© length of this 
gap waa estiiaated to be 0»151 inch. These corrections for 
protons in th© energy range of 25 to 250 kev varied from 2*0 
to 2.6 kev for a stiamber p'eswre of 6 m Hg. 
B» Uncertainty in Our rent Measareraents 
fh© calibration of the electrometer relied upon measure-
%his assumption was somewhat in error because the flow 
of gas thrott^ th© aperture waa not completely free-molecular 
flow# It app'oached viscous flow at th® high pressure side 
and free-ffiolecular flow at the low pressure side (62)• Any 
error in this assuiaptlon, however, resulted in only a second-
order effect since the energy lost in the aperture was a 
small fraction of the total energy of the priimry ions* 
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with capaoitam© and reslstanca bridges with accuracies 
of 1 p©rc©nt« Purtheraor®, th© resulti of th© three methods 
of salltoratlon diaousaed In Section TV, G agreed to within 1 
percent• Accordingly, the uncertainty in the calibration 
constant was estimated to be 1 percent. 
Mditlonal uncertainties in the current raeaaarewenta 
were introdaced by the zero drift and the noise of the 
electrometer• fh© combined uncertainties due to these two 
effects varied froa 0«8 X 10""^  ^to 0.5 X 10"^  ^ajaperes and 
were generally less than 0*5 percent of th© current reading# 
G« Uncertainty In Counting Ratea 
The greatest errors in counting resulted from variations 
in the beam intensity! 1» e., th® beam intensity irauld change 
after the current was read and during tfc© period of counting# 
As discussed in Section V, F, this effect was reduced by 
repeating th® sequence of measurements nmny times* For each 
set of readings a sassple standard deviation was coiaputed and 
thereby the statistical uncertainty in the mean was deter­
mined# Generally^ enou^ readings were taken so that the 
deviation in th® sm&n was less than 0#5 percent* Sometimes 
the beam intensity would drift continuously in one direction 
in which case a siaall systematic correction was made in the 
data# 
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Th® reaolviug time for cottntlng varied over th® rang© 
of 8 to 20 mieroseeoMs deptndirsg upon the type csf gaa ax^ 
the oeater ©leetrod® potential, fhe counting rates ranged 
from SOO to 3000 ct®/see# Oonsequentlyj, It was necessary to 
make corrections^ for coinoidenoes# These corrections were 
made in aooordance with th© relation 
R » R»/(l « l*f) 
where R ia the true {article rate, R' la the observed count­
ing rate, and ^  is the resolving time* fhe corrections for 
coincidences were largest fca» argon, ranging fro® 1 to 5 
percent# 
Often the beam intensity in the chamber was modulated 
at-120 cps# This, of coiiraej^ meant that the inatantaneous 
counting rates were hi^er than ttie average, and the number 
of coincidences was greater than allowed for in th© above 
corrections# An attempt was made to estimate the degree of 
modulation by observing the pulges on an oscilloscope. Thla 
estiiaate was very crude and. th© uncertainty in K'T was gen­
erally about 25 percent# 
Throu^ omt the course of the experiment several differ­
ent decade scalers were used. It was found that theae 
scalera had slightly different resolving times and sensi-
tlvltlea to nole©* In an effort to compensate for theae 
difference®!, the counting efficiency of ©aeh decade scaler 
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was eompared with that of th® binary scaler #iich was used 
tlirougho\it th® ©xpsriaientj correetlona were made for any 
differences# fhese variations in counting efficiency were 
always leas than 0*5 percent. Except for the uncertainties 
In the absolute calibration factors, the over-all uncertainty 
In th© final, rea'u.lts oould toe reduced by averaging several 
Independent determinations. Generally, the over-all uncer­
tainty in the final values for ionization yield ranged from 
1.5 to 8tO percent# 
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?II. RESJLTS FOR IH?ROGEM 
Most of th® prellaiaary data for nitrogen gas were 
diiearded as toting iaeonalstent and unreliabl® in absolute 
Talue# This was eauaed by a miaalignment of the ap®rt\jre 
ass«ffiblj whereby the proton® whiob entered the chamber had 
been scattered fVom the beam atop in front of the apertore. 
In this soattering proeeas, the protons loat m unknown but 
signifioant portion of their energy. 
One important obaervation which was apparently inde­
pendent of this aisaligaaent waa the variation of ionization 
yield with time whlcfe elapsed after the initial filling of 
the chsaiber# Thii effect is illustrated by the curve in 
Fig. 21# In accordance with the above discussion, the data 
are valid only on a relative basis. 
Some preliminary saturation and imltiplication studies 
were made in nitrogen using slowed alpha particles from a 
source. This source, which had an activity of about 
4000 disintegrations per second, was placed in the bottom 
of the outer electrode Bxid covered with a 0#001 inch layer 
of aluaimm foil. Pig# 22 shows a multiplication curve 
obtained for nitrogen at a pressure of 5.95 mm Hg» The center 
electrode was operated at potentials of 860 to 890 volts when 
the chamber was used as a proportional counter* Fig. 23 
shows the relative ionization yields of slowed alpha particles 
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for both positive and negatlv® c«nt©r electrode potentials 
ia the region of saturation# 
fii® remits of the final Bieamreraents of the ionization 
yield of protons in nitrogen are presented in Table 2« These 
aeamirements were all mad# at a pressure of 6 Haa Hg» The 
saturation ch&racteriatlos of the chamber were investigated 
for a single proton energy, naaely, 200 kev. This saturation 
curve is shown in Pig» 24# The initial energy of the protons 
is given in the first column of Table 2. The second coluBm 
Table g« Ionization yield data for protons in nitrogen 
T \ 
Center eoul« coul# 
Proton Energy electrode 
energy loss potential 
kev feev volts, {•) 
per 
proton 
X 10^ ® 
1 
ev/iis 
Error 
©eroent 
per 
proton 
X 10^ ® 
W 
"o 
ev/in 
gs g.SO 409 1.016 36.3 3.9 1.116 33.0 
5@ 2.59 45 1.494 38.6 2.7 1.597 36.1 
50 2.60 409 2.157 57.5 3.0 2.249 35.6 
75 2.67 409 , 3,870 56.7 1.8 3.387 35.5 
100 2.57 409 4.S78 36.6 1.8 4.491 35.7 
150 g.30 409 6.59 56.5 1.9 6.69 35.9 
200 2.02 325 8.70 36,8 1.7 8.79 36.5 
250 1.83 409 10.85 36.9 1.8 10.93 36.7 
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shows tht energy loat by th® protons In the aperture and the 
gap between th# aperture and outer electrode# The potential 
at irhieh the center electrode was operated durli^g the current 
measurements is found in column three. The ionization yield 
Y and the average energy per ion pair W are given in columns 
four and five, respectively, for which no corrections have 
"been made for energy loss in the aperture assembly# Column 
six shows the estimated uncertainties for these results due 
to errors in tiie measured cpantities# The values for ioniza* 
tion yield and average energy per ion pair shown in coluains 
seven and eight, respectively, have been corrected for the 
corresponding energy losses given in coluian two# The uncor­
rected values of ionization yield in column four have been 
plotted in Fig* 25• The straight line represents a least 
squares plot of tlm points at 75, 100, 150, and 200 kev. 
The slope of this line correspoiwis to 36#6 ev per ion pairj 
it intercepts th® energy axis at 0*10 kev# 
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¥111. BISCTSSIOI OF fHl HE^ JIffS FOR NITROGEN 
In regard to th@ restiitis for nitrogtn gas It should be 
k«pt in mind Itiat 'ttiis study was very preliminary and far 
from c©ffipl®t®» Th® primary parpose of this preliminary in-
irestigation was to eheek the feasibility of the experimental 
Method and to ©heck the perforaane® of the apparatus# Nitro­
gen was used so that gas pirity would not be too important# 
So attempt was «ad® to purify tii© gas or to check its 
pirlty# However, the ¥&riation of tiie ionization yield with 
tim® as Illustrated in Plg» 21 demonstrates that the gas was 
far from pare* fh© slow increase in ionization yield with 
tim# is indi©atl¥® of a leak in -Uae chamber and is consistent 
with an increase in the percentage of oxygen in the gas* A 
comparison of the relative inereaae with the ionization yield 
of alpha particles in various mixtures of nitrogen and oxygen 
(16) indicated that the equilibrium gas mixture contained 
approximately 10 percent oxygen. Since the measurements for 
the data plotted in Fig, gl were made before the aperture 
assembly was properly aligned, the absolate values have 
little significance. After the final ineasureiaents in nitro­
gen were completed# the chiaiber was tested for vacuum ti^t-
ness a,nd at least two leaks were located. Consequently, it 
can be assuaed that the resmlts given for nitrogen are 
actually for a ga® mixtare with a composition somei^ere 
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between pure nitrogen and air» 
It should b« noted that the results of tii© Inveotlgatlon 
with slowed alpha larticles are for an ionization distribu­
tion 'stiioh is radieallj different from that for a proton 
beafflu Cona©qtt«ntly, it is possible ttiat any conclusions in 
regard to saturation and nialtiplication may not b© valid for 
a proton b#am« fher© ar®, however, several observations 
worthy of not®^  From the atiltiplication curve in Pig* 22 it 
can be seen that th© multiplication factor for proportional 
counter operation was about 10• There are two noteworthy 
points illustrated In Pig# 23» The first is th® difference 
in the shape of the saturation carves for negative and poai-
tive center electrode potentials# For negative potentials 
the curve risei more slowly at the beginning bat the satura­
tion region extends over a greater voltage r«unge» This 
latter difference occurs because relatively few of the elec­
trons produced in th® Ionization processes enter the high 
field region arcund tSie center electrode in the case of 
negative potentials# Ifaltiplloation and breakdown are final­
ly brought about by secondary emission prodaced by positive 
ion bombardment of th© center electrode. The difference in 
the rising parts at the beginning of the saturation curves 
was probably cwased by space charge effects. Space charge 
effects in cylindrical Ionization chambers have been dis­
cussed by Lapsley {6S) and his conclusions seem to confirm 
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the afeoT© obsdrvationan 
fli0 a®coM point of interest in Pig* 23 ia the differ-
®ne® in the saturation values of ionization current for 
positive and negatif© potentials# This difference was alao 
noted for a proton beam# lo completely aatisfactory explan­
ation has been given for this phenonienon* A similar asyBane-
try has been discussed by Greening (64) on the basis of the 
eaitssion of ©leetrona from the aurfaoea of the electrodes• 
However# his arguments lead to an effect which has a polarity 
opposite to that observed in Fig, 2S« The experimental data 
for cylirsirlcal ionization ohaaisera diacuased by Lapaley (63) 
showed an asymmetry aiwllar to that obaerved in the preaent 
experiment. He offered no explanation for thia aaymraetry, 
but it appears that space charge ©ffeeta might account for 
itt 
The ineomplsteaess of the final studies of the ioniza­
tion yield of protona in nitrogen left aeveral aignif icant 
uncertainties in the results# First, aaturation waa inveati-
gated at only one energy, fhe difference in the value ob­
tained for the average energy per ion pair at energiea of 
25 kev and 36 kev indicated that there may have been aome 
Bmltipllcatlon arounta the end of the center electrode# A 
small j»r0«ntag® of mltiplication in thia region would not 
aeriously affect the results for 200 kev ppotona# For 
energiea below SO kev, this imltiplication would directly 
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affect the results h&omsQ most of th© loniasatlon woald b© 
protMctd mur th© end of th© ©enter ©leetrod©* Secondly, 
there was some question aa to what correotlon should be raade 
for th© loalnation lost iia th® gap between the apertur® and 
outer el®0trod®» It was probabl® that some of this ioniza­
tion was collected by the field whldh. extended through the 
hoi© in the outer electrode# Furthermore there -would have 
been a natural diffusion of ions to the outer electrodes 
from this region^  Undoubtedly some correction is necessary 
for th© data plotted in Pig« 25. The final reanilts should 
fall someiAisre between th© uncorrected and fully corrected 
values g l v m  in Table 2 »  
Subsequent studies in argon have indicated that a pres­
sure of 6 am Hg was not sufficient to stop the higher energy 
protons# Protons with energies above 150 kev were probably 
losing i»rt of their emrgy to ttie electrodes of the chamber 
and th© values of ionisation yields for these energies may 
be too low# Only the four points between 75 and 200 kev 
were used in the least squares plot of the data because of 
the large uncertainties for energies outside of this range# 
At lower energies th© loss in the aperture asaemibly becajne 
an appreciable part of th© total energy and at higher 
energies the loss to the electrodes may have been appreciable, 
fhe slo|« of th® least squares plot and th® corresponding 
value of W* shouM be relied upon only as an order of 
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magnitwd© a i n m  l^e systematic ®ff®ots which war© present 
were prot>ably greater than the randoai uncartalntlea speci­
fied for tlaeae quantities. E^ m so, ther© la relatively 
good agreement between the value of W* obtained in the 
present ®xperli»nt and th© value of W oorainonly reported for 
al|Aia particles in nitrogen, namely, S6»3 ev/lp (11,16,19) • 
It ia alao of Interest to note •&© amallneaa of the differ­
ences between this value of ® and those reported by Jentaohke 
(32) and Gerthsen (33) for protona In air, namely 35,9 and 
36 ev/ip, respectively# B'rora this coiaparlaon it appears 
that th© air contamination in th© gas did not seriously af­
fect the results of the present meamrementat The value 
given for Eq In Fig# 2S is of llttl© aignlfloanoe because 
of the large uncertainties In ttie data» 
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IX. RISOXTS FOR ARGOI 
A aor© precis© study waa mad® of th© ionization yield 
of protoas In argon. The charaoteristica of the chamber 
war© studied in detail in an effort to aecount for the many 
variations otaaerved In the data* Firat it was necessary to 
ascertain that all of the ionization produced in the chamber 
was collected* This was done by aeasuring the ionization 
yield as a function of the center eJi^ctrode potential# These 
satairation studies were made for 50 and 800 k®v protons• 
Soia© of the saturation curves obtained are displayed in 
Pig, 26, 27, 28, and 29# It i^ould be noted that the average 
energy per ion pair has been plotted rather than the usual 
Ionization yield# This was don© as a means at noraalizing 
the data which was necessary because the energy varied slight­
ly for each determination* 
fhe collection of the ionization in the gap between the 
aperture and outer electrode waa also investigated. This 
study was road# at low energies because tiie total ionization 
became more sensitive to the ionization produced in this 
gap# fh© ionization yield of 50 kev protons was measured 
for several different values of outer electrode potential* 
The results for three different presaires are shown in 
Table 3# The values of loniEation yield per proton are 
given in ooluiin four* The last column shows the corresponding 
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'I'able S. loniaation yield of 50 km protons for various 
outer @l®otrod® potentials 
Chamber 
pressure 
« Hg 
Outer 
electrode 
potential 
volts (*) 
Center 
electrode 
potential 
volte (») 
Y 
coul» 
per 
proton 
a: 10^  ^
w 
4*46 
4»46 
4,46 
0 
l.S 
3»0 
1S7 
137 
137 
2 #784 
8.869 
2 #869 
28,77 2* #37 
27,92 ^  #28 
27 #92 •. .36 
6#50 
6#50 
6,50 
0 
1.5 
3#0 
137 
137 
223 
2.724 
2.922 
2.924 
29.41 • .39 
27.41 ;• #29 
27.39 • .37 
8 #79 
8.79 
8.79 
1.5 
3.0 
4.5 
225 
223 
223 
2#868 
2.876 
28.92 
27.96 * .26 
27.85 • .30 
27.70 i .27 
values of average energy per ion pair for wbich the uncer-
taintiee do not inolude the estimated errera in the absolute 
calibration factors for the eleetrostatlo analyzer and eleo-
troweter• 
It was also necessftfy to establish that no primary lona 
were loat to the eleetrodes# This was accompllitoed by 
measuring the ionization yield as a function of the pressure. 
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Th0 results of these Investigations are illustrated by th© 
eu3?v©a in Pig# 30# 
The final Talws for th© ionlzatloia yield of jirotona In 
argon w®r® generally tb© average of 3®¥®ral detemlnationa • 
Sime the momTrnj of th® determinations varied oonaiderably, 
the values used in obtaining the^averages were weighted 
accordingly* In choosing the final values, careful conaid-
eration was given to tti© results of th© saturation and 
pressure studiea* !Phe final results for the ionization yield 
of protons in argon are given in Table 4* Pea™ each energy 
studied both th© ionization yield and average energy per ion 
fable 4# Ionization yield of protons in argon 
Proton energy 
kev 
Ionization yieM 
, e(«,l,/rafoton.3c 10^ ® 
Average energy per 
ion pair 
ev 
25 1»455 * .0E6 27.5g # .49 
60 2,879 4 .044 27.82 * .43 
100 5.957 • .114 ^.89 • .51 
150 8.923 • .148 26.95 • .44 
200 12.04 * .18 86.61 4 .40 
250 15 .S6 ± #25 26.25 ^ -.43 
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palp ar® given# fh® ionization yields are plotted in Pig. 
31* fh# straight line represents a weighted least squares 
plot of tfae data and has a slope corresponding to 26*5 • 
0*5 ev/lp# The least squares plot intercepts the energy 
axis at 1«4 • 0«-9 Icev iMicating a slight ioniaation defect 
for protons. 
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X. BISCUSSIOi OV RESllIffS FOR IRGOI 
Although no carsftil t®st was made of the gas parity, 
ther® was no ©videno® of slgnlfloant contawlnation* The 
chamber was filled with tank argon supplied by th® Matheson 
Company and was reported to h&m a purity of 99 #99 percent • 
Th© chamber was filled lairough th© hot calcium parifier as 
described in Section IV, D, 4* fhe rise times of th® pro­
portional counter pilaes were lauch lor^er fca* argon than for 
nitrogen# An appreciable nitrogen or carbon dioxide con­
tamination would haw noticeably decreased these rise times# 
Howeirer, upon filling the chisaber with new gas there was no 
detectable change in the rise time of the pulses, the raulti-
plieation, or Ionization yield. On the basis cf these 
obaerTOtiona it was concluded that the gas purity was at 
least 99#0 percent# 
fh® cylindrical geometry and highly nonuniform electri­
cal fields in the chamber Biade it difficult to attain satu­
ration# The degree of difficulty depended upon the spatial 
distribution of th® lonlzatlon» This distribution varied 
with the ©n©rgy of the protons and the pressure in the chara-
bsr» The spatial distribution of the ionization produced 
in a gas by a collimated beam of heavy ions has been studied 
by Evans, Stier, and Barnett (65) and by Cook, Jones, and 
Jorgensen (66)« The results of th© former investigation 
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IMleated th® at tarnation of th® beam of iona was approxi­
mately ^ xpontntial in ttie axial direction and approximately 
Gaussian in tJi® lateral diroetion. The over-all distribution 
of Ionization in space waa represented by an empirical foraai-
la of th© type 
C «, * Br2/fe2) 
where C is th® ionization denaity} A and B are constantaj 
1 and r are the axial and lateral distances of a given point 
from the point of entry of the beam» The lateral spread of 
the ionization increases with energy causing a greater por­
tion of th© Ionization to toe produced near the outer elec­
trode# In this extended region the fields are weak and, con­
sequently, th® region is difficult to saturate. Thus, in the 
present experiment it was «ore difficult to saturate the 
chaiaber for 200 kev protons than for 50 kev. The experiment­
al saturation curves seem to confirm these conclusions* The 
curve in Pig. S7B for 50 kev protons presents strong evidence 
of saturation to within 1 percent. The saturation curves for 
200 kev protons are leas definite although this is partially 
because fewer points were plotted. Iven so, at a pressure of 
8.96 Mm Hg at which the final meaaureuients were made, the 
chamber was assumed to be saturated to within 1 percent on 
the basis of th© curve in Fig. 29B» 
The data in fable 5 indicated that an outer electrode 
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potential of 1»5 to 5»0 TOlts was adequate to collect all of 
the ioaigation pipoduced in th# gap between th© aperture and 
owter tleotrode# It wma assumed, therefore, that the oor-
reotion for lois in the aperteire Itaelf was the only one 
necesaarj for the energy of th© protona# This correction 
was at most only 0»13 ke'9' and ao was not important# 
Undoubtedly, some of tbe prlaary ions were lost to the 
center electrode aM at sufficiently low preamrea some were 
lost to the alter electrode* This loss to the electrodes 
decreased as the pressure was increased which accounted for 
the negatiire slop® of t±ie pressure Cfurve in Fig* 30B« Even 
at th© maxlfflUBi preaaure there was atill possibly aignificant 
loaa to th© electrodes# fo estimate this loss it was neces­
sary to know the scattering of ttie primary lons» Miltiple 
scattering was involved which is difficult to calculate. 
However, to estimate the scattering of the primary ions it 
was possible to use t^ e ionization density contours for 
protons in argon pibllshed by Cook, et (66)# Using these 
data and the above empirical equation for the Ionization dis­
tribution, an approximate calculation was made of the energy 
lost to the center electrode by 250 kev protons in argon at 
a pressure of 9 laa Hg* fhe reaalta established 0«,8 percent 
of the total energy of the Ion bean as an upper limit for the 
energy lost* fhe energy loss was less at lower energies. 
The pressure curve of Pig« 50A seems to Indicate the 
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presence of a sooond effect. The variations were not outside 
of the uncertalntlea of tlae data twt were, in general, re­
producible to some degree • The rise in at low pressure 
waa probably eamsed by loas of protona to the electrodes as 
discussed above# However, the increase of W at hi^ er pres­
sure was not readily explained. It will be necessary to 
improve Iftie accaracy of the measurejaents before the existence 
of this effect can be definitely confirmed. 
It aay be possible to attribute the above pressure 
anomaly to emission of electrons from the electrodes. Gen­
erally, it is expected that the emission from the center 
electrode of a cylindrical ionization chaaiber will be less 
than from the outer electrode becauae of difference in area# 
However, in the present experiment, the density of excited 
and ionized atoms was imach greater in the vicinity of the 
center electrode. A@ the pressure was decreased the lateral 
dimension of the ionization envelope expanded and surrounded 
the ©enter electrode with a greater density of excited and 
ionized atoms. This could have increased the emission of 
secondary electrons. Since the center electrode was operated 
at a negativ© potential, this increase in secondary emission 
would have been detected as an Increase in the ionization 
yield# Undoubtedly secondary emission from ttae electrodes 
existed, but whether it was significant raaains to be deter­
mined. This effect might account for some of the differences 
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in m©asuF©B»nts of ionlaatlon yields by fast (electron col-
l#cti©n) and by alow (total ion collection) chambera. 
Sine® tbe Telocity of a 200 fe;ev proton la about the 
same as that of aJi 800 kev alpha particle, it la to be ex­
pected tlmt tti® average energy per ion pair for the proton 
should be about the aaa© aa for the aljdia particle# Inves­
tigations (14,11) of the loni:gation yield of alpha particles 
in argon for energies above 1 Mev have indicated the exist­
ence of a straight line relation between the ionization 
yield and, th® energy# The slope of this linear function 
correapor^ ed to 26»4 ev/lp« fhe present data for protons 
in argon aeem to fit a straight line and the value obtained 
for W% 26«5 ev/ip, is in good agreement with the above re-
srulta for al|^ a particles# The value of 1#38 kev for Eq is 
consistent witJi Jesae*a (14) ppediction that the ionization 
defect, if present, should be small# 
It ©an be seen in Table 4 that the average energy per 
ion pair increases as the energy decreases. Thia variation 
can be interpreted as indicating that the energy loss pro-
cesaes competing with ioniaatlon are becoming more signifi­
cant# 
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XX, coNCHJsiois 
fh® ionization yield of protons in nitrogen was measured 
priaarily m a preliiainary check of the feasibility of the 
experimental method and to test the performance of the ap­
paratus. The remits of these measurements were subject to 
large uncertainties and can be relied upon only as an order 
of aagnltude* Despite the large uncertainties, the values 
obtained for 'tii® average energy per ion pair are consistent 
with those reported for alpha particles in nitrogen. 
The measurem®nta of the ionization yield of protons in 
argon were more carefully don® and the results can probably 
be relied upon within the uncertainties stated# The relation 
between ionization and energy seemed to fit a straight line 
and the slope of the line is in good agreement with high 
energy alpha data# The lonlaation defect for protons in 
argon is probably leas than 2 kev» 
Althou# the characteriatiea of the ionization chamber 
were investigated in considerable detail, there remain 
several phenomena itoieh need further study. The asynsnetry in 
the saturation current for positive and negative center 
electrode potentials needs to be more carefully studied and 
explained, fhe variation of ionlssation yield with pressure 
remains to be verified and also explained. More accurate 
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aeasmrdmsnti for sattxration curves ar® needed# In general, 
all of th®s@ phtnoaen®, reqpilr® more aocurate data. To ac­
complish this, greater acouracy in the calibration of the 
eleetroatatio analyser and eleotroKieter will be necessary 
and, abo¥© all,, some waj is needed to lessen or eliminate the 
effect of inatabilitiea in the priamry Ion beam# 
Over all, it ia felt that the- experimental method has 
proven to be relatively aueceaaful and perhaps adequate to 
contiiM® with an investigation of more interesting combina­
tions of iona and gasea. Some Measurementa utoich are par­
ticularly of interest at very low energies ares protons in 
hydrogen, protona in helium, and helium iona in helium• It 
is these iimpler ions and gasea for whi^ theoretical calcu­
lations are being aadt (5,6,7,8)* Additional measurements 
which are of considerable interest are thoae which involve 
very heavy ionai ,argon iona in helium and argon ions in 
argon. Proa these latter studies it amy be poaaible to 
determine the signlficanc® of the secondary ionization pro­
duced by recoil gas atoiaa. For completeness and to satisfy 
the demands for this fundamental information, all the com­
binations of ions and gasea originally proposed should be 
investigatedn 
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